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Abstract—This paper studies the linear-time temporal logic
(LTL) control of a class of fair discrete-event systems (DES’s). It
is motivated by the curious extent in which the use of LTL can be
strengthened and differentiated in control theory development.
Over a fair DES model, a marker-progressive supervisory control
problem is formulated in LTL. The problem formulation admit s
a more flexible specification of multiple markers to distinguish
different DES tasks, and seeks to find a supervisor – a passive
control function by convention for specified temporal safety –
such that a fair DES under its control is guaranteed to make
constant progress to these markers. The problem is studied
in terms of DES marker-controllability – a new controllabil ity
concept formulation of temporal safety for constant marker
progress. This new formulation sheds light on how event fairness
in DES’s coachieves such marker progress with supervision that
exists. It is shown that a solution supervisor may be found by
canonical LTL verification. Three examples are provided for
illustration.

Index Terms—Discrete-event systems, event fairness, linear-
time temporal logic, supervisory control.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The rapid evolution of technology in artificial intelligence
(AI), robotics, and the Internet has brought about a disruptive
trend towards building a cyber-physical world of innovative
service and engineered biological system applications. These
applications are embodied in ubiquitous electronic devices and
robots – including autonomous cars and drones – offering
capabilities that go beyond industrial production to directly
impact human welfare and well-being in everyday life and
work. Arguably limited only by human imagination, these
applications can be modeled as discrete-event systems (DES’s)
and controlled to behave as specified at some level of design
abstraction by a systems and control design approach. A
seminal theory [1], [2] of supervisory control was founded
in the 1980’s and has been extended to-date in various ways
in the control literature to support this approach. That these
applications are amenable to DES modeling is because a DES
is a model generating discrete structures of system states and
possible state transitions; and these transitions represent abrupt
occurrences of discrete qualitative changes termed eventsthat
are human-defined labels at the heart of the behavioral design
matter for an application, such as ‘cup grasped’ and ‘bowl
filled’ for a home service robot [3], [4]. Supervisory control
theory seeks to understand and control DES’s in discrete
mathematics, since behavioral dynamics of the DES kind is
non-continuous in time and so generally not amenable to
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system modeling and control in continuous or discrete time
differential-equations.

In this paper, the linear-time temporal logic (LTL) of Manna
and Pnueli [5] is adopted for the study of supervisory control
[6], [7], [8] of fair DES’s. This LTL is a branch of symbolic
logic in discrete mathematics developed in computer science.
A fair DES contains a subset of fair events that directs the
system evolution. By a fair event, its transition occurs at
infinitely many states of a DES evolution, in which the event is
either defined at infinitely many states, or permanently defined
from some state onwards. Towards augmenting AI and making
LTL control verification and synthesis an integral part of
system application design, this paper takes a renewed interest
to investigate the extent in which the use of LTL [5], [9] can be
strengthened and differentiated in control theory development.
This interest is driven in part by the unrealized potential of
available industrial-strength software tools for application DES
modeling and transparent LTL control synthesis.

There are two time views depicting the generation or evo-
lution of discrete structures by a DES: linear and branching.
In the temporal logic literature [10], the semantics of formulas
constructed in the syntax of a temporal logic language is
determined by evaluating or interpreting the formulas (as true
or false) over discrete structures in either time view. LTL
is developed with the linear-time view. By ‘linear time’, a
discrete structure is in the form of a sequence of states, over
which an LTL formula is interpreted. Developed with the
branching-time view is Computational Tree Logic (CTL). By
‘branching time’, a discrete structure is in the form of a tree
structure of alternative state sequences, over which a CTL
formula is interpreted. While acknowledging the usefulness
of CTL, one reason for adopting LTL over CTL in this
paper is the generally greater ease of use and intuitivenessof
LTL [ 11]. Another is the neat classification of LTL formulas
hierarchically into syntactic canonical classes [9], backed by
their (assertional) proof rules and verification methods for a
fair transition model. This LTL classification over a fair model
forms a well-organized basis for control theory development.

The canonical forms for the various LTL classes have a set
of restricted future modalities, namely operatorsalways and
eventually, applied to past formulas [9]. Two of the classes,
namely safety [12] at the base level and response [13] – a kind
of progress at a level higher up in the classification hierarchy,
are relevant to this paper; their canonical forms have operator
 and combined operator applied to a past formula,
respectively. LTL formulas in the safety and response classes
assert, respectively, that ‘nothing bad’ will ever occur, and
‘something good’ such as accomplishment of tasks will occur
‘regularly’ in the sense of infinite oftenity. Together, they cover
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a useful range of control specifications about finishing tasks
regularly without compromising safety.

In the same spirit as the founding, now standard non-
blocking control theory [1], [2] and its rich extensions (see,
e.g., in [6], [7], [8]) – all in formal languages and finite
(state) automata under theevent spaceformulation, this paper
extends existing LTL research on DES controllability and
control synthesis of temporal safety [14], [15], [16] under the
alternatestate spaceformulation. Also actively investigated
in the Petri nets paradigm (see, e.g., in [17], [18], [19]), the
state space formulation originates in a predicate and predicate
transformer context [20], [21], [7, Ch. 7] that has been shown
to be generalizable [14], [15], [16] to the richer LTL context
subsumed in this paper, which presents a more complete LTL
control theory with a new notion called marker-progressivesu-
pervisory control. This notion as defined produces subclasses
of marker-progressive control that correspond to subclasses of
control for standard nonblocking [1], [2] and multitasking [8].

Standard nonblocking control theory [1] is for supervising a
DES designed to handle one set of marker states that represents
but does not distinguish different DES tasks. In addition, this
marker state set is termed global, in that each member marker
state is defined only at where all the component processes,
that a DES is often modularly composed of, complete one
of their own process tasks. The control existence of a global
marker state set in DES’s is mandatory in (nontrivial) stan-
dard nonblocking control synthesis [2], and this might be
too conservative. Multitasking control theory [8], a useful
nonblocking generalization, is for supervising a DES extended
to handle multiple sets of marker states, such that every set
modeling and distinguishing the completion of a different task
can be independently entered via an arbitrary DES state and
subsequent transitions admissible under control. But, as with
nonblocking, multitasking control theory implicitly assumes
that the DES will proactively traverse states not blocked by
control to regularly reach a state of every specified marker
state set. This means that a kind of fair event subset somehow
invariably exists post-synthesis, for the DES to be able to
realize such assumed proactivity under a control solution
synthesized independently of system fairness.

In contrast, incorporating event fairness into DES’s at the
outset, this paper relaxes the implicit proactivity assumption
and investigates, in LTL [5], a marker-progressive supervisory
control problem in the spirit ofverification and synthesis of
control dynamic invariants by state feedback, and supports
the resolution of the problem in terms of a newsystem
concept formulation called marker-controllability for specified
temporal safety over the resultant class of fair DES’s. In the
formulation, the concept of dynamic invariant is naturally
defined by a formula of an unchanging past concomitant with
temporal safety. Importantly, mapped onto the state space in
an LTL paradigm, this control problem has temporal past
extending and DES event fairness refining, respectively, the
marker and reachability conditions of standard nonblocking
and multitasking control. It seeks to find a supervisor control-
ling an invariant for a given fair DES, to controllably meet
a given temporal-safety specification, such that the DES not
only can but also will accomplish – infinitely often – all

tasks specified by a set of marker conditions expressed in
past formulas, of which marker state sets are a special case;
such supervision thereby ensures constant, guaranteed progress
to multiple markers under specified temporal safety. Event
fairness in DES’s is shown to play a cooperative role induced
in such controllability ensuring marker progress, shedding
light on how the role plays out in coachieving this kind of
progress with supervision that exists. By the LTL classification
[9], marker-progressive control for fair DES’s is shown to be
(solvable as) a canonical safety-response verification problem.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. SectionII
lays an LTL background for DES research on state feedback
control. The main contributions of this paper are presentedin
SectionsIII to IV, and include the following:

1) The definition of two new concepts, namely condition
invariance and marker-liveness under conditional invari-
ance, adding to the set of basic system and control
concepts defined in LTL over the notion of an invariant
(SectionIII ).

2) The main results of solution existence and problem
classification for the marker-progressive control problem
based on a fair DES model definition. The results are
based on concepts presented in SectionIII , the relevant
canonical LTL classes of temporal safety and response,
and the aggregated concepts and sets defined (Section
IV). The aggregated concepts include the overarching
system concept of marker-controllability for temporal
safety.

SectionV discusses the control results of this paper along with
three illustrative examples. SectionVI discusses related work.
SectionVII concludes this paper.

II. DES & L INEAR-TIME TEMPORAL LOGIC

A. DES Model

The discrete-event system (DES) to be controlled – called
the plant in control theory – is modeled by a basic transition
systemG, defined as follows:

G
def“ pΠ, Q,Σ, δ, θq. (1)

Π denotes the finite state variable set which is typed; the type
of each state variablev P Π indicates the domainRangepvq
over which the variable ranges.Q denotes the state set, defined
by the cross product of the ranges of the variables inΠ, i.e.,
Q

def“ Â
vPΠRangepvq, such that every stateq P Q assigns

domain values to all state variables inΠ, and is unique, i.e.,
every state-assignment is different.Σ denotes the finite event
set partitioned into two sets, namely the set of controllable
eventsΣc and the set of uncontrollable eventsΣu, and this is
denoted byΣ “ Σc 9Y Σu.1 δ : ΣˆQÑ Q is a (deterministic)
state transition function that is partial, in that for eachq P Q,
δpσ, qq is defined for a subset ofΣ in general.θ is the initial
condition – a boolean valued formula that characterizes theset
of initial statesQ0 Ď Q of G, such thatq P Q0 provided (the
value assignment by)q P Q satisfies (i.e., ‘makes true’)θ.

1Given setsE,E1, E2, E is a partition ofE1, E2, denoted byE “
E1 9Y E2, if E “ E1 Y E2 andE1 X E2 “ H.
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In DES modelG, it is assumed thatQ0 ‰ H, Σ ‰ H due
to nontrivial system modeling.

In the case that DES modelG is finite state, it may be
represented by an edge-labeled directed graph. In this graph,
a node denotes a DES state; aσ-labeled edge, directing a node
denoting a stateq to a node denoting a stateq1, denotes the
transition of eventσ from q to q1, as defined byδpσ, qq “ q1.
A node with an entering arrow denotes a state in initial state
setQ0.

B. Temporal Logic Syntax

LTL [ 5] is a language of predicate logic that is augmented
with a temporal operator set to facilitate reasoning over
sequences of states, with predicate logic, which subsumes
propositional logic, for reasoning over individual states. There
are two subsets of temporal operators, namely past and future,
for abstracting arbitrary sequences of states in a logical pas-
sage of time, in the temporal past and future as LTL formulas
expressed over predicates of state information. Predicates of
arity m ě 0 are written in symbolic formF px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xmq,
where every argumentxi P Π p1 ď i ď mq of predicateF is
non-propositional, and propositional variables are viewed as
0-ary predicates. To be defined later, future operators include
always, eventually, next, until U , andunlessW . Past
operators includehas-always-been, once, previously
and its weak version, sinceS, andback-toB.

Formally, LTL formulas are constructed using formula
formation rules over a finite setP of atomic propositions,
the Boolean connectivesand, not denoted by a doẗ and
an overhead baŕ , respectively, the quantifier ‘there exists’
denoted byD, and temporal operators. The atomic propositions
in P are expressed by predicates, quantified or otherwise, in
terms of state variables inΠ of DESG (over their domains)
and the system and control logics which will be defined later.
Let T1 andT2 denote an arbitrary unary and an arbitrary binary
temporal operator, respectively. Then the formula formation
rules are as follows:

1) Every atomic proposition ofP is a formula.
2) If ω, ω1 andω2 are formulas, so areω, ω1 ¨ ω2, T1pωq

andω1T2 ω2.

Over arbitrary formulasω1, ω2, ω, the following abbrevia-
tions (always-equals”) are used, about which related connec-
tivesor `, impliesÑ andequals“, and the related quantifier
‘ for all’ @ are, respectively, defined:pω1 ` ω2q ” pω1 ¨ ω2q,
pω1 Ñ ω2q ” pω1`ω2q, pω1 “ ω2q ” pω1 Ñ ω2q¨pω2 Ñ ω1q,
and p@xqω ” pDxqω, wherex P Π is an argument of some
predicate contained inω. The LTL language also includes
validity true andinconsistencyfalse - propositional constants
which are defined, respectively, by the following abbreviations
over an arbitrary formulaω: true ” ω`ω andfalse ” ω ¨ω.

Aggregation connectives
ř

,
ś

denote theor-ing (or logical
sum) andand-ing (or logical product) of a number of formulas,
respectively.

A past formula is one that contains no future operators; a
future formula is one that contains no past operators; and a
state formula is one that contains no future or past operators.

C. Temporal Logic Semantics & DES Model Behavior

A string is a sequence of events that can be finite or infinite
(in length). An arbitrary string over the event setΣ of DESG
can be generally viewed as a mape : t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ¨ ¨ ¨ u Ñ
Σ, such thate def“ ep1qep2q ¨ ¨ ¨ epkq ¨ ¨ ¨ , whereepkq P Σ. Thene
is an event string generated by DESG, provided there exists a
‘labeling’ of the string by statesI : t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ¨ ¨ ¨ u Ñ Q

underG’s state transition functionδ, such thatI def“ Ip0q ´
Ip1q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ Ipkq ¨ ¨ ¨ , whereIpkq “ qk P Q for which

1) Ip0q “ q0 P Q0 (an initial state), and
2) Ipkq “ δpepkq, Ipk ´ 1qq, wherek ě 1.

Such a labelingI (that exists) is an arbitrary state trajectory
or interpretation ofG. With k ě 0, the k-prefix of I is q0 ´
q1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ qk, and denoted byIpkq. A state q P Q is said
to be terminal (inG) if p@σ P Σqpδpσ, qq is not definedq. An
interpretationI is finite and said to be terminating if it ends
in a stateqk that is terminal, i.e.,I “ Ipkq; otherwise, it is
infinite and said to be non-terminating, i.e.,I “ Ip8q. The
string labeled by prefixIpkq pk ě 0q is called a prefix string.
Note thatIp0q “ Ip0q. Two state trajectories of DESG, or,
respectively, theirk-prefixes, are defined to be the same (or
equal) if the two have the same sequence of states and label
the same string.

The LTL formulas expressed over (setP of) DES model
G are interpreted over models of the formpI, πq, whereπ :

t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ¨ ¨ ¨ uˆP Ñ ttrue, falseu is a binary function
that evaluates an atomic propositionpa in stateIpkq (or qk P
Q) as follows:

πpk, paq “
"
true, if pa is true in qk P Q
false, otherwise.

The satisfaction relatioń |ùIpkq ω
¯
P ttrue, falseu (read: ‘I

at its stateqk satisfiesω’, or simply ‘I satisfiesω’ if k “ 0,
since Ip0q def“ I) defines the semantics of an arbitrary LTL
formulaω at stateqk pk ě 0q along an arbitrary interpretation
I of G. Rewriting in terms of this relation, it follows that, for
an atomic propositionpa P P ,

0) |ùIpkq pa iff πpk, paq “ true.

It should be clear that, overIpkq and in stateqk, the
respective evaluations of an atomic proposition, and more
inductively of a state formulaps, are the same, i.e.,|ùIpkq ps
iff |ùqk ps, wherep|ùqk psq P ttrue, falseu (read: ‘qk satisfies
ps’) defines the semantics of formulaps in stateqk.

In addition to the standard rules for Boolean connectives,
LTL uses satisfaction relation rules for temporal operators
to inductively evaluate the satisfaction of an arbitraryIpkq
pk ě 0q over an LTL formula. Below, the rules defined for the
basis setst,,Uu, t,,Su of future and past operators
are presented. The rule for operator requires the following
event-transition logic to account for a trajectoryI that is finite.

Definition 1 (Theσ-Transition Logic):Givenσ P Σ, for an
arbitrary state trajectoryI of DESG, I “ q0´q1´¨ ¨ ¨´qk ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
the functionτ : σ Ñ pI Ñ ttrue, falseuq is a systemσ-
transition logic, defined atqk P Q such that

|ùIpkq τσ iff pDIpk`1qq qk`1 “ δpσ, qkq.
Now, given formulasω, ω1, ω2:
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1) |ùIpkq ω iff for all j ě k, |ùIpjq ω.
2) |ùIpkq ω iff |ùIpkq τ Ñ |ùIpk`1q

ω, whereτ ” ÿ
σPΣ

τσ.

3) |ùIpkq ω1Uω2 iff there is aj pj ě kq such that|ùIpjq ω2

and for all i pk ď i ă jq, |ùIpiq ω1.
4) |ùIpkq ω iff for all j p0 ď j ď kq, |ùIpjq ω.
5) |ùIpkq ω iff k ą 0 and |ùIpk´1q

ω.
6) |ùIpkq ω1Sω2 iff there is a j p0 ď j ď kq such that
|ùIpjq ω2 and for all i pj ă i ď kq, |ùIpiq ω1.

The other temporal operators may be defined by the following
abbreviations: 7)ω ” pωq ” trueUω, 8) ω1Wω2 ”
ω1`ω1Uω2, 9)ω ” pωq ” trueSω, 10)ω ”pωq,
and 11)ω1Bω2 ” ω1 ` ω1Sω2.

The model operational premise is this: From every non-
terminal state that DESG is in, one event will occur and
transition the DES into another state.

Interpretations that restrict to the actual behavior of DESG

are termed legal. LetIpGq be the set of legal interpretations
defined over DESG. Then, since only actual DES behavior
is of interest, the following notion ofG-validity of a formula
ω, denoted byG |ù ω, is fundamental:

G |ù ω iff p@I P IpGqq |ùI ω.

In LTL semantics, for an arbitrary setIpGq, ω1 ” ω2

denotesG |ù pω1 “ ω2q; in addition, letω1 « ω2 denote
G |ù pω1 “ ω2q, where the connective« is said to be the
anchored version of”. An LTL formula ω is said to be
satisfiable ifω ı false, i.e., pDI P IpGqqpDk ě 0q |ùIpkq ω.

D. State Feedback Supervisory Control

A supervisor for DESG specifies whether controllable
events are to be enabled or disabled at stateqk P Q of an
arbitrary input state historyIpkq, whereI P IpGq.

Definition 2 (Theσ-Definition Logic):Given σ P Σ, for an
arbitrary stateq P Q of DESG, the functionξ : σ Ñ pq Ñ
ttrue, falseuq is a systemσ-definition logic, defined such that

|ùq ξσ iff pDq1 P Qqq1 “ δpσ, qq.
Formally then, for everyI P IpGq, a supervisor is a function

f : Σ Ñ pI Ñ ttrue, falseuq, defined atqk P Q with the
supervisorΣu-completeness constraint

p@σ P Σuq |ùIpkq pfσ “ trueq,
such thatfσ “ true and fσ “ false enables and disables
eventσ P Σ at current stateqk P Q of history Ipkq, respec-
tively, if σ is defined at the state (i.e.,|ùqk ξσ); otherwise,
fσ P ttrue, falseu does not enableσ. Only an enabled event
at the DES current state can occur; but the supervisor is by
convention not the cause of its occurrence, hence supervision
is termedpassive. Set up in the closed-loop system depicted
in Fig. 1, the supervisor is said to issue a new control pattern
tfσ | σ P Σu for enabling and disabling events, in response
to new state values (i.e., state information) fed back by a
discrete state change triggered by an enabled event occurrence
in the DES. It is hence termed a state feedback supervisor. The
choice of event for execution among those enabled at a current
DES state is deemed to be made by some underlying event-
selection mechanism of the DES. This mechanism is generally
unmodeled in the DES control literature.

DES
G

DES event-selection 
mechanism

Supervisor

Next state 

Selected event: 

is enabled at by 

at current state 

Fig. 1. The state feedback supervisory control loop, with DES event-selection
mechanism explicitly shown.

By imposingf on DESG in the state feedback loop, the
resulting controlled model, denoted byGf , is of the same
type (1) but with state uniqueness relaxed, and is defined as
follows:

1) tI 1p0q | I 1 P I
`
Gf
˘u “ tIp0q | I P I pGqu, and

2) p@I P I pGqq p@k ě 0qp@σ P Σq
´
|ùIpkq fσ ¨ ξσ iff`DI 1 P IpGf q˘ I 1pk`1q “ Ipkq ´ δpσ, qkq

¯
.

From a theoretical viewpoint following [7], a standard
criterion imposed on the ‘control technology’ for supervisor
f is that its ‘control should at most restrict uncontrolled
behavior, never enlarge it’. To formalize this criterion, let
I#pGq “ tIpkq | I P IpGq, finite k ě 0, and Ipkq R IpGqu,
called the legally prefix-admissible set. Now, letIfpGq “
IpGq 9Y I#pGq. Then formally, this criterion states logically
that I P IpGf q Ñ I P IfpGq. If this criterion is obeyed and
IpGf q ‰ H, then the supervisorf is said to be proper. In
other words, for an arbitrary properf , H Ă IpGf q Ď IfpGq.

E. Fundamental Problem of Supervisory Control

Consider the specification pairpP,Mq for DES G,
where P is an arbitrary past formula overG, and M “
tM1,M2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mmu, where eachMi P M p1 ď i ď mq
is an arbitrary past formula overG specifying a system
marker condition.M is called the system marker set; and the
marker conditions are meant to represent and distinguish the
completion of different tasks or jobs by the processes of DES
G. Given this pairpP,Mq, the basic problem of supervisory
control is defined as finding a proper state feedback supervisor
f for G that can confine the DES to state trajectories in a
subset ofIfpGq, along which all marker conditions inM
are met infinitely often under the invariance ofP , i.e.,P ,
an LTL formula in canonical temporal-safety form [5], [9].
Temporal safety includes criteria such as deadlock avoidance,
mutual exclusion, etc. That each marker conditionMi P M

is to be met infinitely often inG is specified byMi, an
LTL formula in canonical temporal-response form [5], [9].

By the problem description above, the pairpP,Mq denotes



˜
P ¨

mź
i“1

Mi

¸
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– the control specification to realize. The problem described
is called the marker-progressive supervisory control problem
in this paper, and is in essence about marker progressiveness
under supervised temporal safety. This problem is formalized
in SectionIV, and the conditions under which it is solvable
are investigated therein.

F. DES Model Behavioral Logics

The characterizations of behavioral transition logics and
operations are presented. Except for the conditioned transition
logic and related operators, much of the supporting material
herein originates in [14], [15], [16].

Proposition 1: Consider an arbitrary state trajectoryI of
DES G, I “ q0 ´ q1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ qk ¨ ¨ ¨ . Then, for an arbitrary
σ P Σ:

P1.1) |ùIpkq pτσ Ñ ξσq. P1.2) |ùIpkq
¨̋
τσ Ñ

ź
σ1PΣztσu

τσ1‚̨.

The converse of P1.2 is also true if stateqk is not terminal.
Behavioral operators over arbitrary LTL formulas follow

next.
Definition 3 (Dynamicσ-Transition Operators):Given an

arbitrary LTL formula ϕ over DES G and σ P Σ, the
system dynamic event-operatorsσ, σ over an arbitrary
state trajectoryI of G, I “ q0´ q1´¨ ¨ ¨´ qk ¨ ¨ ¨ , are defined
as follows:

D3.1) |ùIpkq σpϕq “ pτσ ¨ ϕq.
D3.2) |ùIpkq σpϕq “ pτσ Ñ ϕq.
Definition 4 (The Conditionedσ-Transition Logic):Given

an arbitrary LTL formulaψ over DESG andσ P Σ, for an
arbitrary state trajectoryI of G, I “ q0 ´ q1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ qk ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
and an arbitraryI 1 P IpGq, I 1 “ Ipkq ´ q1k`1

¨ ¨ ¨ (if it exists),
the functionτx : pσ, ψq Ñ pI Ñ ttrue, falseuq is a system
ψ-conditioned transition logic, defined atqk P Q such that
|ùIpkq

´
τx|σpψq “ τσ ¨ p@I 1, I 1pk`1q ‰ Ipk`1qq |ùI1pkq ψ

¯
.

�

�

�

Fig. 2. An illustration of conditionedσ-transition logicτx|σpψq. Each dotted
arrow depicts an arbitrary sequence of state transitions (of events). A fanout
of three dotted arrows from each of two of the states is meant to depict an
arbitrary number of legal state trajectories that exist, each denoted byI 1 that
extendsIpkq by branching offI from stateqk via either eventσ1 or σ2.

For illustration, it is assumed, as depicted in Fig.2, that
other than the event defined at stateqk along an arbitrary state
trajectoryI of DESG, only two other eventsσ1, σ2 are defined
at qk. Then intuitively, alongI, τx|σpψq is true at stateqk if:
(i) τσ is true atqk alongI, and (ii)ψ is false at the next state
after qk along every other trajectoryI 1 that is legal, shares

the samek-prefix asI, and branches offI from qk into the
next state via (the transition of) some event ofΣ, which in
Fig. 2 is either eventσ1 or σ2; τx|σpψq is false otherwise.
By Condition (ii ) above, it may be said that a trueτx|σpψq at
a stateqk along I means that theσ-transition has no (legal)
pΣ, ψq-peers atqk.

Proposition 2:Consider an arbitrary LTL formulaψ over
DESG and an arbitrary state trajectoryI of G, I “ q0´q1´
¨ ¨ ¨ ´ qk ¨ ¨ ¨ . Then, for an arbitraryσ P Σ,

|ùIpkq
¨̋
τx|σpψq Ñ

ź
σ1PΣztσu

τx|σ1pψq‚̨.

Definition 5 (Dynamic Conditionedσ-Transition Opera-
tors): Given arbitrary LTL formulasψ, ϕ over DESG and
σ P Σ, the system dynamic conditioned event-operators
x|σp., .q, x|σp., .q, over an arbitrary state trajectoryI of
G, I “ q0 ´ q1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ qk ¨ ¨ ¨ , are defined as follows:

D5.1) |ùIpkq x|σpψ, ϕq “
`
τx|σpψq ¨ ϕ

˘
.

D5.2) |ùIpkq x|σpψ, ϕq “
`
τx|σpψq Ñ ϕ

˘
.

Definition 6 (The Event-Transitions):Consider the event set
Σ “ Σc 9Y Σu of DESG. The respective system controllable,
uncontrollable, and conditioned event-transitionsτc, τu, τxp.q
are characterized as follows:

D6.1) τc ”
ÿ
σPΣc

τσ. D6.2) τu ”
ÿ
σPΣu

τσ.

D6.3) τxp.q ”
ÿ
σPΣ

τx|σp.q.
Proposition 3: Consider an arbitrary state trajectoryI of

DESG, I “ q0 ´ q1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ qk ¨ ¨ ¨ , whereqk is not terminal.
Then,|ùIpkq pτu “ τcq.

Definition 7 (Dynamic Event-Transition Operators):Con-
sider the event setΣ “ Σc 9Y Σu of DES G. The system
dynamic event-transition operatorsu, u, xp., .q, xp., .q
are characterized as follows:

D7.1) u ”
ÿ
σPΣu

σ; u ”
ź
σPΣu

σ.

D7.2) xp., .q ”
ÿ
σPΣ
x|σp., .q; xp., .q ”

ź
σPΣ
x|σp., .q.

Proposition 4:Consider arbitrary LTL formulasψ, ϕ over
DESG, and an arbitrary state trajectoryI of G, I “ q0´q1´
¨ ¨ ¨ ´ qk ¨ ¨ ¨ . Then:

P4.1) |ùIpkq upϕq “ pτu ¨ ϕq.
P4.2) |ùIpkq upϕq “ pτu Ñ ϕq.
P4.3) |ùIpkq xpψ, ϕq “ pτxpψq ¨ ϕq.
P4.4) |ùIpkq xpψ, ϕq “ pτxpψq Ñ ϕq.
Proposition 5 (Operator Duality):Consider arbitrary LTL

formulasψ, ϕ, φ over DESG. Then:

P5.1) G |ù  pψ Ñ ϕq “  pψ Ñ ϕq.
P5.2) G |ù  pupψq Ñ ϕq “  pψ Ñ upϕqq.
P5.3) G |ù  px pψ, φq Ñ ϕq “  pφÑ xpψ, ϕqq.

III. DES & CONTROL CONCEPTSOVER AN INVARIANT

The concept of (dynamic) invariant and its kernel is funda-
mental in the logic framework of supervisory control.

Definition 8 (The Invariant & Its Kernel):Consider an
arbitrary LTL formulaϕ over DESG. Thenϕ is said to be
an invariant ifϕ ” ψ for some past formulaψ. If this ψ
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has no operator in its outermost scope, it is said to be the
kernel ofϕ.

An invariantϕ and its kernelψ over DESG are said to
be initially satisfied ifG |ù ψ. An invariant may be ‘upper-
bounded’ by another of given interest, as defined next.

Definition 9 (P-History Boundedness):Given the kernelP
of some invariant over DESG, an arbitrary invariantϕ over
G is said to beP -history bounded (with respect toG) if

G |ù pϕÑ P q.
Henceforth, in the specification pairpP,Mq first introduced

in SectionII-E, the past formulaP is assumed, for succinct-
ness with no loss of generality2, to be the kernel of some
invariant over DESG. Then if the invariance (specifiable with
) of P is to be met by supervisory control, an invariantϕ

needs to be found that isP -history bounded, i.e.,ϕ is not
weaker thanP . To satisfy or meetP as part of solving
the marker-progressive control problem, the invariantϕ also
needs to be a satisfiable formula whose truth a supervisor can
feasibly maintain in DESG. The maintenance is done by the
supervisor performing next-state control of the kernel ofϕ.

To also meet

˜
mź
i“1

Mi

¸
, the whole control problem is

studied in the next section in terms of several basic system and
control concepts defined over an invariant that are presented in
the following. The first two are the LTL concepts of control
invariance andΣu-invariance that originate in [14], and are
herein reformulated over the more refined Definition8 of an
LTL invariant first introduced in [16].

Definition 10 (Control Invariance):An arbitrary invariantϕ
over DESG is said to be control invariant (with respect toG)
if, for some state feedback supervisorf ,

G |ù
˜
ϕ ¨ ÿ

σPΣ
pfσ ¨ τσq Ñ ϕ

¸
.

Definition 11 (Σu-Invariance):An arbitrary invariantϕ over
DESG is said to beΣu-invariant (with respect toG) if

G |ù  pupϕq Ñ ϕq.
Proposition 6: An arbitrary invariantϕ over DESG is

Σu-invariant if and only if it is control invariant (underΣu-
completeness of supervisorf ).

Proof: Based on the more refined Definition8 of an
invariant, proof is similar to that of [14, Proposition 3.13].

Note that a supervisorf for DESG, by definition, isΣu-
complete. Therefore, for a control invariantϕ over DESG,

pDfq G |ù 
˜
ϕ ¨ ÿ

σPΣ
pfσ ¨ τσq Ñ ϕ

¸
may be logically rewritten as follows:

pDfqp@σ P Σcq G |ù  pϕ ¨ fσ Ñ σ pψqq,
whereψ is the kernel ofϕ. It follows that theψ-locally optimal
or most permissive supervisorf that exists forG is such that

p@σ P Σcq G |ù  pϕÑ pfσ “σpψqqq,
which may be abbreviated in the algebraic form:

2BecauseG |ù P “ pP q.

p@σ P Σcq fσ “ σpψq [rel to pϕ,Gq],
where ‘[rel to pϕ,Gq]’ reads ‘relative toϕ overG’ and may
be omitted when the context is understood. The supervisorf

is said to bestatic if ψ is or abbreviates to a state formula
with respect to DESG; otherwise,f is dynamic.

Remark 1:Since the state transition functionδ of DES
modelG is deterministic, a realization offσ, an arbitraryσ-
component of supervisorf for σ P Σc, may be computed by
LTL reasoning over modelG’s possible transitions axioma-
tized as transition relations [5], [14], to remove the operator
 and obtain some past formulaψσ, such that

σpψq ” pτσ Ñ ψσq.
Recall from Definition1 that theσ-transition logicτσ is

defined at a stateq along an arbitrary state trajectoryI of DES
G. In interpreting this logic when the DES is at stateq where
several other events may also be defined, atrue assertion of
τσ is taken to mean that the eventσ is exclusively selected
for execution by the event-selection mechanism of the DES.
This selection is, however, generally not knowna priori. The
logic τσ is therefore set totrue, so that

p@σ P Σcq fσ “ ψσ [rel to pϕ,Gq].
In this form, an event-disabling byfσ need not first detect the
imminence of eventσ. �

Definition 12 (pM, ϕq-Uncertain State):Consider an ar-
bitrary invariant ϕ over DES G with system marker set
M “ tM1,M2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mmu. Then a stateqk P Q along an
arbitraryI P IpGq, I “ q0 ´ q1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ qk ¨ ¨ ¨ , is said to be

pM, ϕq-uncertain if|ùIpkq τxpϕq ¨
mÿ
i“1

Mi.

With τxpϕq ”
ÿ
σPΣ

τx|σpϕq by D6.3, and by Proposition2,

an pM, ϕq-uncertain state along a legal state trajectoryI of
DESG has a trueτx|σpϕq for someσ P Σ, whose exclusiveσ-
transition is thereforepΣ, ψq-peerless at that state. AnpM, ϕq-
uncertain state alongI is also where not all marker conditions
are met.

Definition 13 (pM, ϕq-Condition Invariance):An arbitrary
invariant ϕ over DES G with system marker setM “
tM1,M2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mmu is said to bepM, ϕq-condition invariant
(with respect toG) if

G |ù 
˜
x

˜
ϕ, ϕ ¨

mÿ
i“1

Mi

¸
Ñ ϕ

¸
.

Consider an invariantϕ over DES G that is pM, ϕq-
condition invariant. Then since

x

˜
ϕ, ϕ ¨

mÿ
i“1

Mi

¸
”

˜
ϕ ¨ τxpϕq ¨

mÿ
i“1

Mi

¸
by P4.3, it intuitively means thatϕ remains true at an arbitrary
stateqk`1 along an arbitrary legal state trajectoryI of DESG,
if it is true at the previous stateqk that ispM, ϕq-uncertain. In
essence, this means that ifϕ is true at some arbitrary stateqk
reached alongI and not all marker conditions inM are true
there, a next state exists into which the DES can transition to
maintain theϕ-information (i.e., the truth ofϕ), albeit along
some legal state trajectory of DESG evolved onto that shares
the samek-prefix, but not necessarily the samepk` 1q-prefix
as I unless the transition atqk along I has nopΣ, ψq-peers.
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In other words, wheneverϕ is true, then unless all marker
conditions inM are simultaneously met, the DES can evolve
to maintain theϕ-information.

Remark 2 (Dual-Operator Definitions):By Proposition5,
the dual-operator versions of Definitions10 (control invari-
ance),11 (Σu-invariance), and13 [pM, ϕq-condition invari-
ance] are obtained. �

Definition 14 (M-Liveness under Conditional Invariance):
An arbitrary invariantϕ over DESG with system marker
set M “ tM1,M2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mmu is said to beM-alive under
conditional invariance (with respect toG) if

G |ù ϕÑ 
˜

mź
i“1

Mi

¸
.

Intuitively, along an arbitrary legal state trajectory of DES
G for an invariantϕ overG that isM-alive under conditional
invariance, every marker condition inM is true infinitely often
if ϕ is always true.

Note that, ifψ is the kernel of invariantϕ, theG-validity
conditions in Definitions13 and 14 may be replaced by the
following, respectively:

G |ù 
˜
x

˜
ψ, ϕ ¨

mÿ
i“1

Mi

¸
Ñ ψ

¸
, and

G |ù ψ Ñ 
˜

mź
i“1

Mi

¸
.

The basic concepts in this section are defined for DES model
G with an arbitrarily ascertained legal setIpGq (representing
the actual behavior ofG). As inferred from the adopted
framework of Manna and Pnueli on canonical LTL and fair
transition systems [5], [9], one cannot generally talk about
making marker progress without the system actual behavior
exhibiting some kind of fairness, suggesting a deeper model
characterization to refine the setIpGq. The next section
presents one such DES model refinement adapted from [5]
that is quite general for control-theoretic investigationusing
the concepts defined herein, and over which the marker-
progressive supervisory control problem is studied.

IV. M ARKER-PROGRESSIVESUPERVISORYCONTROL

A. Fair DES Model

Let ΣF “ ΣC Y ΣJ denote the set of fair events, where
ΣC denotes the strongly fair set of compassionate events, and
ΣJ denotes the weakly fair set of just events. Without loss of
generality, assumeΣC X ΣJ “ H.

Definition 15 (The Fair DES Model):The DES modelG
(1) is said to be fair [5, p. 256] (with respect toΣF Ď Σu),
whereΣF “ ΣC 9YΣJ such that, for every state trajectoryI
of G, I P IpGq iff I satisfies the event-fairness formulas:

1) p@σ P ΣCq |ùI ξσ Ñ τσ. (Strong fairness)
2) p@σ P ΣJ q |ùI ξσ Ñ τσ. (Weak fairness)

Intuitively, an arbitraryσ P ΣC that is defined at infinitely
many states must occur next at infinitely many states; and an
arbitraryσ P ΣJ that is defined henceforth from a certain state
must occur next at infinitely many states. The event-fairness
formulas constitute the legal conditions that characterize the
interpretation setIpGq of the fair DES modelG.

By the standard criterion imposed on supervisory control
technology discussed in SectionII-D, a (non-terminating) state
trajectory of DESG that is not legal in the absence of control
does not become legal under control.3 In view of this, fair
events are set as uncontrollable; otherwise, being able to
‘disable’ a fair event could contradict the criterion, as itmight
then become possible for DESG under controlf to be kept
along a state trajectoryI of G that is not legal, i.e.,I R IpGq
but I P IpGf q, in that, overG, the antecedent condition of
the event’s fairness formula is true, but not the consequent
condition.

Henceforth in this paper, unless otherwise stated,G refers
to the fair DES model of Definition15.

With ΣF Ď Σu (as specified in Definition15), a new
auxiliary DES concept over an invariant, logically weaker
than Σu-invariance and calledΣF -invariance, is introduced.
SubstituteΣu with ΣF and ‘u’ with ‘ F ’ in D6.2, D7.1, and
the definitions ofτF ,F ,F are obtained for characterizing
the concept, around which theF -substituted versions of P4.1,
P4.2, and P5.2 apply.

Definition 16 (ΣF -Invariance): An arbitrary invariantϕ
over DESG is said to beΣF -invariant (with respect toG)
if G |ù  pF pϕq Ñ ϕq.

Intuitively, for an invariantϕ over DESG that is ΣF -
invariant, the DES does not ‘slip out ofϕ’ on a fair event
along an arbitrary legal state trajectory, just as it does not on
an uncontrollable event ifϕ is Σu-invariant. In other words,
to maintain theϕ-information, the DES can branch off a state
trajectory that is not legal inG onto one that is.

B. Problem Formulation, Statement & Solvability

The LTL control problem described in SectionII-E may now
be formulated with a class of supervisors, defined as follows.

Definition 17 (pP,Mq-Supervisor):Consider the kernelP
of an arbitrary invariant over DESG with system marker set
M “ tM1,M2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mmu. Then a state feedback supervisor
f for G is said to beP -regulating andM-progressive if,

respectively,Gf |ù P and Gf |ù 

˜
mź
i“1

Mi

¸
. A

pP,Mq-supervisorf is a state feedback supervisor that isP -
regulating andM-progressive.

Given the specification pairpP,Mq over DESG, formally,
the marker-progressive supervisory control problem (MP-SCP)
is stated as follows:
MP-SCP: Find a properpP,Mq-supervisorf for fair DESG.

The conditions under which the MP-SCP is solvable, i.e., a
general solution to the problem exists, are established by the
following result.

Theorem 1:Consider an arbitrary invariantϕ with ψ as its
kernel, over fair DESG with system marker setM. Then
there exists a properpP,Mq-supervisorf for G, such that

p@σ P Σcq fσ “ σpψq [rel to pϕ,Gq]
iff ϕ is: 1) initially satisfied, 2)Σu-invariant, 3) pM, ϕq-
condition invariant, 4)M-alive under conditional invariance,
and 5)P -history bounded.

3Note that a state trajectoryof DES G as formalized in SectionII-C is
either legal or is not; and any terminating state trajectoryof DESG satisfies
every event-fairness formula of the DES and hence is legal.
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Proof: Consider an arbitrary invariantϕ with ψ as its
kernel, over fair DESG with system marker setM.

(If) That ϕ is initially satisfied andΣu-invariant implies
ϕ is initially satisfied and control invariant with a (Σu-
complete) supervisorf , such that p@σ P Σcq fσ “
σpψq [rel to pϕ,Gq]. It follows that Gf |ù ϕ. That ϕ
is P -history bounded impliesGf |ùP .

Next, becauseϕ is initially satisfied andpM, ϕq-condition
invariant, IpGf q ‰ H; and becauseϕ is Σu-invariant and
henceΣF -invariant, everyI P IpGf q satisfies all the legal (or
fairness) conditions of, and over, DESG. By definition, the su-
pervisorf that exists is proper. Thatϕ is initially satisfied and
pM, ϕq-condition invariant also implies everyI P IpGf q that

is terminating due to supervisorf satisfies

˜
mź
i“1

Mi

¸
.

And byf being proper and thatϕ isM-alive under conditional
invariance, every otherI P IpGf q is in IpGq and thus satisfies



˜
mź
i“1

Mi

¸
. Therefore,Gf |ù 

˜
mź
i“1

Mi

¸
.

Together, by definition, a properpP,Mq-supervisorf for
G exists, such thatp@σ P Σcq fσ “ σpψq [rel to pϕ,Gq].

(Only if) Suppose there is a properpP,Mq-supervisorf for
DESG, such thatp@σ P Σcq fσ “ σpψq [rel to pϕ,Gq].
Thatf is Σu-complete and in the given algebraic form implies
ϕ is control invariant, and henceΣu-invariant.

Thatf is proper impliesIpGf q ‰ H; that it isP -regulating
implies Gf |ù P , together implyingG |ù P , i.e., P
is initially satisfied (inG). Now, assumeϕ is not initially
satisfied. Then control by the givenf onG need not guarantee
the invariance ofP , contradicting the fact thatGf |ù P .
Therefore,ϕ is initially satisfied, and has to beP -history
bounded forf onG to obtainGf |ùP , with Gf |ù ϕ.

Next, thatf is ψ-locally optimal and proper impliesIpGf q
is the largest legal set of state trajectories satisfyingϕ
without violating any of the legal (or fairness) conditions
of, and over, DESG. That f is M-progressive implies

Gf |ù 
˜

mź
i“1

Mi

¸
. It thus follows by this nonempty set

IpGf q that:

1) Since everyI P IpGf q that is terminating due to super-

visor f satisfies

˜
mź
i“1

Mi

¸
, ϕ is pM, ϕq-condition

invariant.

2) Since every otherI P IpGf q satisfies

˜
mź
i“1

Mi

¸
and

is in IpGq, ϕ is M-alive under conditional invariance.

For an arbitrary LTL formulaϕ over DESG and an arbitrary
state trajectoryI of G, define operatoru such thatupϕq ”
pτu ¨ ϕq. It can be shown that

|ùIpkq upϕq iff ( k “ 0) or |ùIpkq upϕq.
ThenG |ù pϕ ¨ pupϕq Ñ ϕq “  pupϕq Ñ ϕqq. It fol-
lows by Theorem1 that the MP-SCP is solvable iff there exists
an invariantϕ such that:
INV1) G |ù  pupϕq Ñ ϕq, INV2) G |ù  pϕÑ P q,

INV3) G |ù 
˜
x

˜
ϕ, ϕ ¨

mÿ
i“1

Mi

¸
Ñ ϕ

¸
, and

INV4) G |ù ϕÑ 
˜

mź
i“1

Mi

¸
.

Lemma 1 ([5, p. 290]): The class of LTL response formulas
is closed under Booleanand ¨ , in that, for arbitrary past
formulasφ1, φ2 over DESG,

φ1 ¨φ2 «  `φ2 ¨pφ2Sφ1q˘,
i.e.,φ1 ¨φ2 is an LTL response formula (under«).

Lemma 2: Given arbitrary past formulasϕ, M1, M2,
¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mm over DESG,

ϕÑ 
˜

mź
i“1

Mi

¸
«

mź
i“1

 pϕÑMiq,
and is an LTL response formula (under«).

Proof: By applying temporal logic rules [5]:

ϕÑ Mi « pϕq `Mi

«pϕq `Mi

« pϕq `Mi

«  ppϕq `Miq
«  ppϕq `Miq
«  pϕ`Miq
«  pϕÑMiq .

ExtendingMi to 

˜
mź
i“1

Mi

¸
:

ϕÑ 
˜

mź
i“1

Mi

¸
« ϕÑ

mź
i“1

Mi

«
mź
i“1

pϕÑ Miq

«
mź
i“1

 pϕÑMiq .

 pϕÑMiq is a response formula (in canonical form).
By Lemma1,

mź
i“1

 pϕÑMiq

is an LTL response formula. Hence,

ϕÑ 
˜

mź
i“1

Mi

¸
is also an LTL response formula.

Theorem 2:The MP-SCP is a canonical safety-response
verification problem.

Proof: The expressions in INV1 – INV3 are LTL safety
formulas (in canonical form). Sinceϕ, Mi p1 ď i ď mq in
INV4 are past formulas, by Lemma2, the expression in INV4
is an LTL response formula that can be written as a product
of m response formulas (in canonical form). Hence the result.

C. Controllability of Temporal Safety for Marker Progress

The LTL controllability concept of temporal safety origi-
nating in [14] is extended to admit constant progression to
markers.
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Definition 18 (Controllability): Consider the kernelP of
an arbitrary invariant over DESG. ThenP is said to be
controllable (with respect toG) if P is: CT1) initially
satisfied, and CT2)Σu-invariant.

Definition 19 (M-Directingness):Consider the kernelP of
an arbitrary invariant over DESG with system marker set
M. ThenP is said to beM-directing (with respect toG)
if P is: MD1) initially satisfied, MD2)pM,P q-condition
invariant, and MD3)M-alive under conditional invariance.

Condition MD1, equivalently of past formulaP beingG-
valid, is necessary for an arbitrary legal state trajectoryI of
DESG to satisfyP at a stateqk of I, or equivalently, for ak-
prefix ofI to satisfyP . Condition MD2 ensures that everyk-
prefix, of an arbitrary legal state trajectory ofG satisfyingP
at stateqk, can always be extended to a legal state trajectory
I that either satisfiesP , or P at some non-terminal state
qj pj ě kq alongI, at where all marker conditions inM are
simultaneously satisfied. Condition MD3 ensures that every
legal state trajectory ofG that satisfiesP also satisfies every
marker condition inM infinitely often. Taken together,P
is M-directing if every legal state trajectory of DESG has
somek-prefix p0 ď k ď 8q satisfyingP , and every such
prefix can be extended to or is a legal state trajectory ofG or
its j-prefix pj ě kq, satisfyingP and infinitely often, every
marker condition inM.

Remark 3:Returning to Theorem1 which characterizes the
existence of a proper,ψ-locally optimal solution supervisor
for the MP-SCP, Conditions1, 3, and 4 therein define the
M-directingness while Conditions1 and 2 define the con-
trollability, both of ψ with respect to fair DES modelG.
As the only liveness requirement, Condition4 depends on
how the setIpGq is restricted by the fair events of the DES
(see Definition15) for its G-validity. It follows that achieving
marker progress under supervised temporal safety depends on
DES event fairness in general. With reference to the closed-
loop system setup of Fig.1, one may then interpret a solution
supervisor (that exists) as inducing a subset of the given fair
events of the DES to render the underlying event-selection
mechanism marker-directable under the controllableψ. The
supervisor maintains the invariance ofψ, within which the
event-selection mechanism is directed by a fair event subset
to drive the DES to meeting, infinitely often, every marker
condition inM. �

Definition 20 (M-Controllability): Consider the kernelP
of an arbitrary invariant over DESG with system marker set
M. ThenP is said to beM-controllable (with respect to
G) if P is controllable andM-directing.

With respect to the specification pairpP,Mq, Definition 20
of M-controllability reduces to Definition18of controllability
if M is empty or is the settM1,M2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mmu of trivial
marker conditions, i.e.,Mi ” P or Mi ” true p1 ď i ď mq.

Theorem 3:Consider the kernelP of an arbitrary invariant
over fair DESG with system marker setM. Then there exists
a properpP,Mq-supervisorf for G, such that

p@σ P Σcq fσ “σpP q [rel to pP,Gq]
iff P is M-controllable.

Proof: Let ϕ ” P in Theorem1. The result follows by
Definitions18 to 20.

For the specification pairpP,Mq input to the MP-SCP, the
set of allM-controllable invariance formulas whose invariants
are not weaker thanP is introduced:

CpP,Mq “
$&% ψ is M-controllable, where
ψ ψ is the kernel of an invariant

that isP -history bounded

,.- .

Proposition 7:Consider the kernelP of an arbitrary invari-
ant over fair DESG with system marker setM, and assume
CpP,Mq ‰ H. Then CpP,Mq is closed under arbitrary
or-ings. Specifically,CpP,Mq contains a (unique) supremal
element (which is hereby denoted bysup C pP,Mq).

Proof: On the assumption thatCpP,Mq ‰ H, letψi P
CpP,Mq for all i in some index setN , and letϕ ” ÿ

iPN
ψi. It

follows thatϕ is an invariant because, equivalently,ϕ ” ψ,
whereψ ” ÿ

iPN
ψi is therefore the kernel ofϕ. By temporal

logic reasoning, it can be shown thatϕ is P -history bounded
and satisfies the conditions ofM-controllability. Therefore,

ψ P CpP,Mq. Becauseψ « 
˜ÿ
iPN
ψi

¸
« ÿ

iPN
ψi,

the arbitraryor-ing of M-controllableψi’s overN is M-
controllableψ. It follows that, over the whole setCpP,Mq,
the supremalM-controllable element issup C pP,Mq «


¨̋ ÿ
ψi P CpP,Mq

ψi‚̨.

In logic terms,sup CpP,Mq « false providedCpP,Mq “
H. Therefore, in general,sup CpP,Mq P CpP,MqYtfalseu.
ProvidedCpP,Mq ‰ H, sup CpP,Mq is the weakestM-
controllable formula that is not weaker thanP , and it is
then called the supremalM-controllable subformula ofP .

Theorem 4:Consider the kernelP of an arbitrary invariant
over fair DESG with system marker setM, and assume
CpP,Mq ‰ H. Let sup CpP,Mq « ψ, whereψ is the
kernel of some invariant. Then there exists a properpP,Mq-
supervisorf for G, such that

p@σ P Σcq fσ “ σpψq [rel to pψ,Gq].
Proof: ψ is M-controllable. The result follows by

Theorem3.
The solution supervisor characterized in Theorems3 and4

is said to be globally optimal for the MP-SCP (if it exists).
By this global optimality which is with respect topP,Mq,
the solution supervisor underΣu-completeness is maximally
permissive in maintaining the invariance ofP while ensuring
the constant, guaranteed progress to multiple markers inM.

V. D ISCUSSION

A. Example 1: Nonblocking Control of Fair DES’s

A generalpP,Mq-supervisor that exists by Theorem1 is
nonblocking [1] for a fair DESG, if the special case of

M “
# ÿ
qPQm

pq

+
(2)
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is considered for the MP-SCP, wherepq is the proposition
characterizing the unique stateq P Q of DES G (1) and is
given by

pq ”
ź
viPΠ

pvi “ aiq for someai P Rangepviq

– a state formula which is a predicate such that|ùq pq and
p@q1 P Qztquq |ùq1 pq, andH Ă Qm Ď Q, whereQm is
a state subset designated as the set of global marker states
in DES G that is explained in the introduction. This set
Qm is a key feature in the standard DES model used in
standard nonblocking control theory [1], [2], [6], [7]; and the
standard DES model is a 5-tuple automatonpQ,Σ, δ, q0, Qmq
which, in essence, is model (1) with Π abstracted out,Q0

conventionalized to containing one initial stateq0, andQm
included.

Note, however, that for this special case ofM (2) reducing
the MP-SCP to nonblocking control, the globally optimal
pP,Mq-supervisor that exists by Theorem4 is in general more
restricting on the DES than the globally optimal supervisorthat
exists by standard nonblocking control theory [1], [7] for some
equivalent specification in formal language, i.e., a set of strings
(over the event setΣ). The following example illustrates this
fact.

For this example, consider a simple standard DES model
shown in Fig.3, with its only global marker stateq0 denoted
by a darkened node. For nonblocking control, setM “ tpq0u,

Fig. 3. A simple standard DES model for Example 1. It is an automaton with
Qm “ tq0u.

and treat the model as a fair DES (over which Theorem4
can then apply). SupposeΣu “ tσ2u, ΣF “ H, and for the
specification pairpP,Mq, P ” true. By inspection of the
DES model in Fig.3 against the specification pair, it is easy
to see thatsup CpP,Mq « pq1 . Thus the resultant globally
optimal pP,Mq-supervisor disables (controllable) eventσ1 at
stateq0, and enables every other event defined at each state
the DES can reach under control. But by standard nonblocking
control synthesis [1], [7], a language deemed equivalent to the
specification pairptrue, tpq0uq is the (largest) set of strings
that start and end in stateq0 under the DES model’s transition
function; it is thus representable by the same automaton as the
DES in Fig.3, and the resultant globally optimal nonblocking
supervisor trivially obtained enables every event defined at
each DES state, all of which the DES can reach under control.
Clearly then, the former solution supervisor is more restricting
on the DES than the latter.

In fact, in not explicitly modeling and accounting for system
event fairness, a globally optimal supervisor that exists for a
DES under standard nonblocking control theory is the most
‘optimistic’ with regard to global marker state reachability.

This is in the sense that, as long as specified safety is never
violated, the supervisor permits the DES to enter any state
from where itcan logically transition to regularly reach a state
of the global marker state set, butneed notin runtime without
the assumed DES proactivity discussed in the introduction.
To elaborate, consider the example above, where the DES
under globally optimal, standard nonblocking supervisionis
permitted to enter stateq1 and traverse in the loop formed
by two transitions, namelyδpσ3, q1q “ q2 andδpσ2, q2q “ q1
(see Fig.3). Without the assumed DES proactivity, the DES
need not, in runtime, regularly transition out of this supervisor-
permitted loop to reach the global marker stateq0.

B. Example 2: Role of Event Fairness inM-Controllability

Fig. 4. The DESG for Example 2. The marker states are denoted by darkened
nodes. The forbidden states specified byP are denoted by nodes shaded in
grey.

This example illustrates the cooperative role of fair events
in M-controllability, using a DESG with system marker set
M “ tpq4 , pq7u, as depicted in Fig.4. Each marker condition
of the given setM corresponds to a marker state.

SupposeΣc “ tσ03, σ11, σ12, σ15u, ΣC “ tσ05, σ06u,
ΣJ Ď ΣuzΣC ,4 and for the specification pairpP,Mq,
P ” pq11 ` pq15 . In this example,P is M-controllable:
No terminal state results under control that disables events
σ11, σ15 only, and the strong fairness in uncontrollable events
σ05, σ06 ensures that marker statesq4, q7 are visited infinitely
often, assuringM-directingness under the controllableP .

C. Example 3: Solution With No Global DES Marker State

Although the nonblocking case ofM (2) for a DES can
be addressed by standard control theory, it is by the LTL
counterpart theory of marker-progressive control in this paper
that a globally optimal nonblocking control solution that exists
can guarantee constant progress to a global marker state.
Furthermore, unlike standard nonblocking control synthesis
[1], [2], [7], marker-progressive control synthesis in LTL can
also be transparently applied to a modular DES without a

4Note that, for this example DESG (see Fig.4), ΣJ can be arbitrarily
fixed, since, onceΣC is fixed, IpGq is the same regardless of whether the
other uncontrollable events are just or not.
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global marker state, or without one surviving under control
as the following example shows.

��
��������

Fig. 5. The DESG “ G1 ‖ G2 for Example 3, whereG “
pΠ, Q,Σ, δ, pq0 q, Gi “ pΠi, Qi,Σi, δi, pqi,0 q p1 ď i ď 2q. Herein, ‖
is a modified version of the synchronous operator [6], [7], by which G is
constructed such thatΠ “ Π1 9YΠ2, Q “ Q1 ˆ Q2, Σ “ Σ1 Y Σ2,
pq0 ” pq1,0 ¨ pq2,0 with q0 “ pq1,0, q2,0q, and δpσ, pq1, q2qq is: 1)
pδ1pσ, q1q, δ2pσ, q2qq if σ P Σ1 X Σ2 and bothδ1pσ, q1q and δ2pσ, q2q
are defined, 2)pδ1pσ, q1q, q2q if δ1pσ, q1q is defined andσ R Σ2, 3)
pq1, δ2pσ, q2qq if δ2pσ, q2q is defined andσ R Σ1, and 4) undefined,
otherwise. A darkened node denotes a marker state that inGi is identified
by the corresponding marker condition of the specified setM, and inG by
the product of its component marker states. For modularG, a node that is
half-darkened denotes a state containing the marker state of oneGi.

For this example, refer to a modular DESG with system
marker setM “ tpq1,2 , pq2,1u, as depicted and described in
Fig. 5. Then supposeΣc “ tσ3, σ4u, ΣC “ H, ΣJ “ H
(as arbitrarily fixed), and for the specification pairpP,Mq,
P ” `

pq1,2 S pq1,1 Ñ pq2,0
˘ ¨ `pq2,2 S pq2,1 Ñ pq1,2

˘
. The

first product component of the temporal-safety partP may
be paraphrased as follows: ‘Whenever ProcessG1 has not
proceeded to its stateq1,2 since entering its stateq1,1, Pro-
cessG2 must not enter its stateq2,0.’ The second compo-
nent may be paraphrased similarly. It can be shown that
this temporal-safety part may be equivalently rewritten with
P ” `

pq1,1 Ñ pq2,0
˘ ¨ `pq2,1 Ñ pq1,2

˘
, andP is M-

controllable:M-directingness is trivially assured under the
controllableP .

By Theorem3, it follows that a properpP,Mq-supervisor
that is globally optimal exists. However, though correct, this
solution supervisor is deemed blocking with respect to the
global DES marker state settpq1,2, q2,1qu, as may be observed
from the transition model equivalent of the solution shown
in Fig. 6, which has no marker state. As a result, applying
standard nonblocking control synthesis [1], [7] will yield the
unwarranted outcome that rejects the transition model equiv-
alent, and in fact returns no nontrivial solution. To see this,
note that standard control synthesis entails imposing a finite

Fig. 6. Transition model equivalent of the globally optimalpP,Mq-supervisor
that exists for Example 3. It is an automaton with no marker state.

automaton equivalent of the given specification pairpP,Mq on
the standard DES modelpQ,Σ, δ, pq1,0, q2,0q, tpq1,2, q2,1quq.
This is to select their common formal marker sublanguage,
with a marker sublanguage of an automaton being a subset
of finite strings that start from the initial state and end in a
marker state under the automaton’s transition function. Thus
this selection actually corresponds to enforcing the refined
system marker setM1 “ tpq1,2 ¨ pq2,1u under the givenP ,
and it returns an empty marker language.

Beyond the specifications for the three examples in this
section, the use of past formulas enables an even more flexible
specification of system marker conditions, in particular among
the component processes of a modular DES. This built-in
flexibility, coupled with the introduction of fair events in
DES’s, distinguishes LTL marker-progressive control from
formal language multitasking control [8] and the nonblock-
ing special case [1]. This is besides their treating different
feedback spaces as fundamental – with the former inΠ-state
space and the latter inΣ-event space.

VI. RELATED WORK

In the DES field of supervisory control, initial efforts
propose LTL for specifying and verifying safety and liveness
properties (see, e.g., in [22], [23], [24]). However, since the
LTL control theory of temporal safety for DES’s subsequently
reported in [14], [15], [16], there has been relatively less re-
search using temporal logic forcontrol-theoreticdevelopment
of logical DES’s, other than the following subsequent major
efforts. The first [25] is the control theory in CTL̊ for non-
terminating DES’s, to handle a class of CTL˚ control specifi-
cations for safety, reachability, liveness, and stability. The full
branching time logic of CTL̊ is a hybrid of CTL and LTL.
The second effort [26] reformulates the controllability results,
among others, of supervisory control for model checking in
an epistemic temporal logic – a logic based on CTL˚ that
is augmented with one version of additional operators for
reasoning about knowledge and belief. The third effort [27] is
an algorithm for computing static state feedback supervisors
based on specifications in a fragment of CTL that supports
writing requirements of continual reachability of multiple
marker state sets for multitasking [8]. However, although these
research efforts have their own merits, the use of past formulas
fundamental to this paper is not considered, and no temporal
logic control research prior to this paper has studied the role
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of DES event fairness in dynamic state feedback control.
Besides, the CTL̊ concept of controllability defined in the
first effort [25] does not have the familiar system-theoretic
treatment reminiscent of standard control theory [1], [2]. The
control specifications considered in the second effort [26] are
in a formal language, not a temporal logic formula, and so
no direct leverage can be made of the specification merits of
natural language expressiveness and readability that temporal
logic can offer to the system designer. Finally, while the LTL
combined operator can specify different sets of marker
states, asserting that each setmust regularly be entered in a
DES modeled by a transition system under event fairness, the
corresponding CTL combined operator used in the third effort
[27] is only meant to assert that each marker state set specified
can logically be entered regularly in a DES represented by a
transition system with no modeled event fairness.

For a setting where controlled and monitored actions are
considered in an environment modeled by a labeled transition
system (LTS), a related but different type of control problem
is studied [28]. This problem is about finding an LTS-based
controller that ‘legally synchronizes’ with the environment
(without deadlocking), so as to satisfy a fluent LTL formula
of the form C ¨ pA Ñ Bq, where A, B, C are event-
predicated formulas, withA, B modeling the liveness, in the
sense of infinite oftenity, of the environment assumptions and
system goals, respectively, and withC specifying a temporal
safety. The fluent LTL used is a variant of LTL developed
for specifying state-based temporal properties about event
occurrences [29]. In [30], the problem is further investigated
where success and failure of each controlled action in a given
subset are modeled, over which a specialized notion of strong
fairness is defined that a success-recurrent solution controller
is based on. Besides the settings for the problem that include
treating the event space as fundamental as in standard control
theory [1], also different from this paper is the fact that
neither the concept of controllability embracing livenessnor
the optimality of control is formulated and studied in these
research efforts [28], [30].

Other related research efforts in less comparable settings
use LTL primarily as a specification language, with controller
synthesis that is not syntax-based and usesω-automata –
automata that generate (or accept)ω-languages which are sets
of infinite strings, and are of either the Rabin or Büchi type,
with each type referring to a different (string) acceptance
condition used. The research efforts therefore require thefirst
steps of translating specified LTL formulas intoω-automata.
One effort [31], [32] presents an evaluation semantics of
LTL formulas for Petri net (PN) models and determinis-
tic PN control synthesis of DES’s; this synthesis entails a
composition between the Büchi automaton translated from
an LTL formula and a PN DES model. Another effort [33]
uses LTL for designinghierarchically-organizedcontrollers
for concurrentDES’s [34], while yet another [35] uses LTL
extended with some quality operators that are ‘normalized
real-number evaluable’ for designingdirectedcontrollers [36],
[37] of a specified minimal quality. The latter two efforts focus
on developing Rabin [33] or Büchi [35] game-based control
synthesis methods.

In yet another effort [38], a translator of propositional
LTL, i.e., LTL restricted to its propositional fragment only, is
specially developed for standard nonblocking control synthesis
in finite automata. Over the standard, finite state DES model
augmented with propositional state variables, the translator
tailors and limits a useful class of state-based, response
LTL formulas to selecting, as control specifications, formal
marker sublanguages of the DES whose corresponding state
trajectories satisfy the LTL formulas, and which the translator
outputs as finite trim automata – a trim automaton being one
generating strings that can be extended to end in a marker state
under its transition function. The research [38] also reviews
a number of early research efforts on control of DES’s using
temporal logic that are not covered in this paper.

In a different language setting, the problem of controlling
DES’s generatingω-languages to meet progress or liveness
specifications expressed also inω-languages has been inves-
tigated in [39], [40]. Among the earliest research efforts on
liveness in supervisory control, these studies entail a safety
bound of ω-closure on specifications relative to (the non-
terminating behavior of) a given DES, as originally introduced
in [39]. In the automata-theoretic case ofω-languages techni-
cally related to LTL, a supervisor that exists can be constructed
[40] to ‘enforce’ liveness specifications in a ‘live’ DES model,
based only on its making control decisions over finite prefix
strings. This essence of control is analogously manifestedin
the LTL approach of this paper as controlling temporal safety
for marker progress in a fair DES model, where, relative to
the respective DES models,M-directingness is analogous to
ω-closure.

On fairness, a conceptually related but technically different
treatment in a formalω-languages and finite automata frame-
work for modular DES’s is presented in [41]. This is a rare
paper in the DES control literature, besides an early study
of some bounded versions of fairness for DES’s in Petri nets
[42], both motivated by an awareness of the significance of
fairness in controlled systems. In that paper [41], a bounded
version of strong fairness is defined instead for anω-language,
which is such that for every event in each infinite string, the
number of events between successive occurrences of the event
cannot exceed a bound specifieda priori. That paper, however,
is on control synthesis to realize the defined bounded fairness
in modular DES’s, and not on that to realize constant marker
progress in fair DES’s under specified temporal safety that this
paper is about.

VII. C ONCLUSION

In LTL, the existence and synthesis results of state feedback
for marker-progressive control of fair DES’s, namely Theo-
rems1 to 4, are developed. Concluding, the regular temporal-
safety execution of multiple DES tasks can be coachieved by
supervision and event fairness of the DES under its control.

Research studies in terms of system and control concepts
in different mathematical formalisms are standard problems
for the control theorist. For the practitioner, the important
problem is concrete control synthesis. In future work, this
paper provides an LTL control foundation for research on two
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approaches to accomplish the control synthesis task for fair
DES’s in a transparent, syntax-based or symbolic fashion, by
which available industrial-strength software tools for theorem
proving and model checking may be adapted, enhanced, and
used. One approach to the control synthesis task is by canoni-
cal LTL verification [12], [13] based on Theorem2 for finding
a general control solution (characterized) in Theorem1. In
the case [10], [43] of a decidable specification pairpP,Mq
over a finite state DES, the other approach is by fixpoint
computation ofsup CpP,Mq that uses the synthesis method in
[16] as a foundation for finding the globally optimal solution
in Theorem3, or more generally in Theorem4.

Finally, recent developments [44], [45] have formalized
the mathematical links between some supervisory control
problems from the DES control engineering field and some
reactive synthesis problems from the computer science field,
resulting in reductions between the problems that allow syn-
thesis algorithms from one field to be applied to the other. In
the same vein, it may be of interest to investigate the possible
links between the LTL problem of supervisory control studied
in this paper and an LTL problem of reactive synthesis [46],
by which some problem reduction of the former may be found
to which the solution algorithm for the latter can be applied,
complementing the two approaches suggested above for future
work.
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